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Abstract-A depth map is a 2D image which depicts depth information of a scene i.e information related to the distance of 
scenery objects from a viewpoint. Many applications in manufacturing, robotics, surveillance, Media and Entertainmentetc. 
use depth map. For all these applications depth map acquisition and up scaling is a preliminary step. This paper has 
discussed about various ways by which depth map can be captured and upscale. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Many image processing applications in the field of 

3D entertainment, Manufacturing industry, Robotics, 
Security & Surveillance entertain accurate depth 
information. Hence choosing a proper device for 
depth map acquisition and an algorithm for depth 
map upscaling are very important. Depth map 
upscaling includes denoising, debluring and 
resolution improvement. 

Fig.1 shows a depth map and its corresponding 
color image.One can observe the depth map in the 
figure is a gray scale image. Usually depth map is 
represented in 8 bit gray scale i.e. 255 gray steps. 
 
II. DEPTH MAP ACQUISITION 
 

There are two ways of depth map capturing: Stereo 
Analysis and Sensor based. Both are having their own 
advantages and limitations.  

A. Stereo Analysis Depth Map capturing 
In stereo analysis, a scene is captured from two or 

more color cameras. A depth map is estimated based 
on external and internal camera parameters. External 
parameters are camera position and orientation. 
Internal parameters are focal length, resolution, pixel 
aspect ratio etc. Fig.2 depicts stereo analysis camera 
setup. 

There are certain drawbacks in stereo analysis.  
 Multiple camera alignment should be 

accurate for accurate depth estimation. 
 If parts of scenery are not visible to other 

camera then depth value cannot be 
estimated. 

 
 

(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 1: (a) Depth Map (b) Corresponding Color image. 
 

 Sufficient information cannot be drawn from 
low texturized surfaces which lead to 
inaccurate depth readings. 
 

B. Sensor based Depth Map capturing 
One can overcome from the drawbacks discussed 

in the previous section by adopting sensors for depth 
capturing process. Depth sensors are specially 
designed for depth map capturing and with a single 
depth sensor one can estimate accurate depth 
information. 

Number of depth sensors are available in the 
market with the costlier being PMD Technologies 
CamCube 2.0 ($12,000), SwissRanger 4000 ($9000)  
and the cheaper one is Microsoft Kinect ($150).  Low 
cost depth sensors in the market suffer from low 
spatial resolution and sensor noise. However in the 
other hand by having suitable depth map upscaling 
algorithm one can overcome from these problems.  

There are many types of depth sensors. The widely 
used are Time of Flight senor and Structured Lighting 
sensor. 

 
Fig. 2: Stereo analysis camera setup. 
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This section discusses their working principle and 
some of their merits and demerits. Table I gives a 
comparison of the mentioned depth acquisition 
systems. 

1. Time of Flight Sensor 
This sensor works on Time of Flight (ToF) 

principle i.e distance measurement based on the travel 
time of signal from sender to object and from object 
to detector[1], [3]. There are two types, pulse runtime 
sensors and continuous wave sensors which are 
depicted in fig.3. 

 
 Pulse Runtime Sensor: Here the signal is a 

pulse wave which will be incident on an 
object. A clock measures the time until it is 
reflected back to the detector. It has an 
accuracy of 10-20mm for few hundred meter 
depth measurement. It has low temporal 
resolution. 

 
 Continuous Wave Sensor: Here the signal is a 

continuous wave. When this signal is incident 
on an object, the reflected wave will have 
phase shift which will be measured to find the 
distance. This kind of depth measurement has 
an accuracy of 10 mm for around 10 meter. It 
can capture real time scenery with 60 frames 
per second. 
Eg. : SR4000 (shown in fig.4), PMD CamCube 
2.0 etc. 

 
Because of low temporal resolution Pulse Runtime 
sensor is not applicable in real time video capturing. 
Hence one prefers continuous wave sensor which can 
capture a video with a rate of 60 frames/sec.  

The demerits of ToF sensor are: 
 
 Low spatial resolution: CurrentToF sensor 

resolution does not matches with HD video. 
Hence suitable algorithm for resolution 
improvement is necessary. 

 
 Sensor Noise: Depth map suffers from sensor 

noise. Hence suitable filtering is necessary for 
denoising. 

 
 Ambiguity: Continuous wave sensor cannot 

distinguish between multiples of modulated 
wave which limits the measuring range. 

 
2. Structured Lighting Sensor 

This sensor works on Structured Lighting principle 
i.e. a known structure or pattern of light (e.g. grid 
pattern) is incident on the scenery. While reflecting 
back the pattern will be distorted. The comparison 
between original light 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3: (a) Pulse Runtime ToF Sensor (b)Continuous Wave ToF 
Sensor. 

 
Fig.4: SwissRanger SR4000 ToF Sensor. 

 
Fig.5: Microsoft Kinect Structured Lighting Sensor. 
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pattern and distorted light pattern allows the depth 
map construction[2], [3]. 
Eg.Microsoft Kinect (shown in fig.5). 

The demerits of Structured Lighting sensor are: 
 Complicated geometric distortions at the 

object boundaries from pattern processing. 
 Depth map resolution does not match with 

HD video resolution and hence suitable 
upscaling mechanism is necessary. 

 
III. DEPTH MAP UPSCALING 
 

Depth map is viewed as a 2D gray scale image. Its 
upscaling process involves resolution improvement to 
mach HD color image. The basic idea is to enlarge 
low resolution depth map. The missing values are 
filled by using suitable algorithm. Till now there are 
so many algorithms proposed for depth map 
upscaling. All these algorithms can be classified into 
Guided algorithms and Non Guided algorithms as 
shown in fig.6.  

Guided algorithms use ancillary information like 
color image, intensity image for depth map upscaling. 
Three main approaches have been proposed under 
this so far.  

 Markov Random Field (MRF) approach 
 Joint Bilateral Upscaling (JBU) approach 
 Edge Weighted Optimization 

Concept(EWOC) approach 
Non Guided algorithms do not use ancillary data. 

Algorithms under this use only depth map. This 
section discusses all the algorithms mentioned in fig. 
6. 

A. MRF Approach 
Deibeland Thrun [4] used MRF approach for the 

first time for depth map upscaling in 2006. High 
resolution texture data and low resolution depth data 
are fused together for generating range images. The 
basic idea is,discontinuities in depth and texture tend 
to co-align. This approach improves the spatial depth 

map resolution to the texture image. An MRF is 
constructed using low resolution depth map and high 
resolution camera image and then the  

 
Fig.6: Classification of Depth Map Upscaling Algorithms. 

 
MRF is solved by using Conjugate Gradient 
algorithm. Fig.7 is a MRF framework. This 
framework contains five types of nodes in three 
layers: the range measurement,z; the reconstructed 
range,y; the image pixel,x; the image gradient, u; and 
the depth discontinuity, w. 

A node in the framework represents an image pixel. 
The original range measurement has lower density 
nodes i.e. low spatial resolution. The reconstructed 
range map has equal node density as that of image 
nodes i.e. spatial resolution of depth map has been 
improved. The intermediate nodes for depth 
discontinuity and image gradient mediate depth and 
texture information for reconstructed range nodes. 

Depth map has been reconstructed by finding two 
potentials, depth measurement potential and depth 
smoothing potential. 

 Depth measurement potential is given by, 
 
훹 =  ∑  푘  ( 푦 −  푧 ) (1) 

Depth Map 
Upscaling 

Algorithms

Non Guided 
Algorithms

Patch Match 
Algorithm

Guided 
Algorithms

MRF Approach

JBU Approach

EWOC Approach

Table I: Comparison of Depth Map Acquisition Systems. 
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Ψ measures quadratic distance between the estimated 
range in the high resolution depth map, y and the 
measured range, z.L is the number of nodes to which 
depth measurement is available. 

 
Fig.7: MRF Framework. 

 
kis a constant weight placed on the depth 
measurements. 
 Depth smoothing potential is given by, 

 
 휑 =  ∑ ∑ 푤 (푦 −  푦 )( ) (2) 

 
Φ is the weighted quadratic distance 
between neighboring nodes. 

 The depth map is reconstructed using (1) 
and (2). 
 

                    푝(푦 | 푥, 푧) =  푒  (  )(3) 
 
Z is a normalizer. 

Diebel and Thrun used SICK laser range finder and 
Canon consumer digital camera of  5 Mega pixel 
resolution for their work. This work had undergone 
Middlebury stereo evaluation and succeededin filling 
resolution gap between low resolution depth map and 
high resolution image by a factor of 10x. But the 
depth map is blurred which has been overcome in the 
Park et al. [5] work. 

Park et al. work is more related to Diebel and 
Thrun. This work adopted Non Local Means (NLM) 
filter along with MRF framework. NLM filtering 
preserves useful fine details even in the presence of 
noisy input data.  

Depth map from the depth sensor will have blurred 
edges due to the combination of two different depth 
values at the 
object boundary. Hence for each pixel in the depth 
map outlier detection has been performed before 
upscaling. The depth value of each pixel is compared 
to local maximum depth and local minimum depth in 
a local 9 x 9 window. The extent of contrast between 
these two values indicates the presence of two 
different depth layers in the window.  In order to 
remove this, the following equation has been 
employed, 
 
       퐸(퐼) =  ∑ {푂 (퐼) +  휆 ∑ 푂 (퐼)( ) }(4) 

 
I 휖 [0, 1] indicates whether a pixel belongs to 
boundary or not, 푂 (퐼) is a data term defined by the 
extent of contrast within the window, 푂 (퐼) is the 
smoothness term defined by the hamming distance 
between 퐼  and its neighbor 퐼 . 

Depth map upsampling objective function has been 
formulated by using (4), 

 
      퐸(퐷) =  퐸 (퐷) +  휆 퐸 (퐷) + 휆 퐸 (퐷)(5) 
 
퐸 (퐷), 퐸 (퐷)and퐸 (퐷) are data term, 
neighborhood smoothing term and NLM 
regularization term respectively. 휆 and휆  are relative 
weights to balance energy between the three factors. 

They evaluated this work by using Middlebury 
stereo dataset. They achieved lowest RMSE 
compared to all other test cases then. The proposed 
methodis robust to noise. They added Gaussian noise 
to the low resolution depth map and the algorithm 
succeeded in upscaling even in the presence of noise.  

They used SwissRanger SR4000 of  resolution 176 
x 144 and Point Grey Research Flea RGB camera 
with resolution 1280 x 960 for this work and 
implemented on 3GHz CPU, 8GB RAM. 

 
B. JBU Approach 

In 2007, Kopf et al. [6] used JBU strategy for 
various image enhancements such as tone mapping, 
colorization, stereo depth and graph cut image 
operation. The basic idea is to perform all these 
operations on downsampled image to save 
computations and memory cost.  Then the solution is 
upsampled to the original resolution. Traditionally 
upsampling involves convolving low resolution 
solution with the interpolation kernel but it leads to 
blurring of sharp edges due to the smoothness prior 
inherent in the linear interpolation filter. To avoid this 
problem, he has followed JBU approach. 

 JBU filter was first proposed by Tomasi and 
Manduchi in 1998. It is an edge preserving filter 
which consists both spatial filter and range filter. For 
a position p, JBU filter can be defined as, 

 
퐽 =  ∑ 퐼  푓(||푝 − 푞||) 푔(||퐼 − 퐼 ||)∈                  

(6) 
 

f and g are spatial and range filter kernels 
respectively. The bilateral filter f· g takes on smaller 
values as the range and spatial distance increase, thus 
preserving the edges. 

The above principle is applied in this work. Iis a 
high resolution image. S is a low resolution solution 
of I. Spatial filter and range filter are applied to Sand 
I jointly to get high resolution solution given by푆|, 

 
푆| =  ∑ 푆  푓(||푝 − 푞||) 푔(||퐼 −  퐼 ||)∈            

(7) 
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Kopf et al. applied the same principle to upscale 
low resolution depth map with high resolution texture 
guidance. 
This work resulted in high resolution depth map with 
accurate and sharp edges at the object boundaries. 
But there aroused a new problem of texture copying 
i.e. highly textured structures like letters were 
considered as edges and were preserved and 
transformed into depth information. EWOC approach 
solved this problem. 

In 2007, Yang et al. [7]used bilateral filter for 
range enhancement using one or two high resolution 
color images as reference. Bilateral filter framework 
is shown in fig.8. 

 

 
Fig.8: JBU Framework. 

 
First the depth map is upsampled to the size same 

as that of high resolution camera image and it 
servesas  initial depth map,퐷 . Then follows iterative 
refinement process. At each iteration a cost volume, 
퐶  is built based on the current depth map,퐷 . 
Bilateral filtering is applied to the cost volume 퐶  to 
produce new cost volume 퐶 . The refined depth 
map 퐷 is constructed based on the depth map with 
minimal cost and sub pixel estimation. 

The cost volume is given by, 
 
퐶 (푦, 푥, 푑) =

min {휂 ∗ 퐿, (푑 −  퐷 (푦,푥)) }                       (6) 

L and η are search range and constant respectively. 
The cost volume increases quadratically with increase 
in distance between initial depth d and currently 
selected depth 퐷 (푦,푥)and thus maintaining the depth 
accuracy of the input depth map. 

The estimated cost function is discrete in nature 
which results discontinuous depth map. Hence sub 
pixel estimation algorithm based on quadratic 
polynomial interpolation is used to approximate the 
depth values in the missing regions. 

This algorithm had undergone Middlebury stereo 
evaluation and succeeded in upscaling by a factor of 
100x. They used Canesta EP DevKit range camera of 
resolution 64 x 64 and FLEA digital camera of 
resolution 1024 x 768 for their work. 

 
 

Fig.9: EWOC Framework. 
 

C. EWOC Approach 
Schwarz et al.[8] introduced a new concept, 

EWOC in 2014. This work mainly concentrated on 
3DTV application. This involved three weights which 
are applied consecutively. 

 Edge weight:preserves edge information of 
video frame. 

 Error weight:reduces sensor noise in depth 
map. 

 Temporal weight: preserves temporal 
consistency of depth values for a pixel in 
two consecutive frames to avoid flickering 
in real time video application. 

EWOC framework is shown in fig.9.The algorithm 
takes three inputs: low resolution depth map, its 
corresponding high resolution video frame and 
upscaled result fromthe previous frame. The low 
resolution depth map,퐷 is upscaled to match the high 
resolution video frame. This results in sparse 
represented depth map, D. The texture frame,I is 
passed through an edge filter and then masked with 
low resolution depth map to generate edge weight, 
푊 . Active brightness, A from ToF sensor gives error 
weight, 푊 . Upscaled depth map from the previous 
frame,D(t-1) and the difference between current and 
previous texture frame gives temporal weight, 푊 . 
All these weights are used in optimization process to 
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upscale sparse depth map D to dense full resolution 
depth map. 

This work has been evaluated in Middlebury Stereo 
vision lab. They succeeded in depth upscaling and 
specially avoided texture copying artifacts.  
 

D. Patch Match Algorithm 
Hornaceket al.[9] introduced a Non Guided 

approach, Patch Match algorithm for depth map 
upscaling. This work was motivated by single image 
super resolution for color images. This algorithm 
does not use ancillary data like color image or 
intensity image or depth exemplars. It tries to fill the 
missing values by matched patches within the depth 
map itself. The patch size is arbitrary based on the 
scaling factor, density and relative depth of point 
features one aims to capture. 

 

 
Fig.10: Problems in matching of Patch Match Algorithm. 
 
There are three problems during the matching 

process which are shown in fig.10, 
 Patch pairs are situated at different depths. 
 Patch pairs are subjected to projective 

distortion. 
 Patch pairs will be on object boundaries. 

To solve the above problems, the algorithm has two 
steps, 

 For each patch in the depth map a 
corresponding patch at lesser or equal depth 
is found out. 

 Dense correspondence field is used to 
generateupscaled depth map. 

For finding matching patches the squared 
difference of a point with its neighboring point is 
calculated in all the directions. In Dense 
correspondence search algorithm patches are mapped 
to other patches with lesser or equal depth. 

This work has evaluated by considering depth data 
from stereo, ToF, laser scans and structured lighting 
and was successful in depth map upscaling. Also it 
undergone Middlebury stereo evaluation and its 

RMSE score was fairly high compare to othertest 
cases which followed guided approach and this was 
the only algorithm which succeeded in removing 
noise then. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 

There are numerous depth map upscaling 
algorithms proposed so far. This paper has discussed 
a few among them. One has to choose suitable sensor 
and algorithm for depth map capturing and upscaling 
respectively, based on the cost factor and application 
demand.  
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